Assembly
“They used to make fun of the way I walked”

Overview
In this 30 minutes program Neil describes how, despite having mild Cerebral Palsy, he has become one of the world’s best stilt-walkers and has raised $85,000 for United Cerebral Palsy of Michigan through stiltwalking to help others with disabilities.

Educational Components
Historical account of treatment of people with disabilities
Description of Cerebral Palsy and Adaptive Equipment
History of Stiltwalking

Inspirational/Character Components
The secret to success is hard, hard work
Everyone has valuable talents and deserves respect

Neil’s Resume
3 Years of experience as an Adjunct Psychology Professor
6 Years teaching life skills to adults with disabilities
World’s Fastest Marathon on Stilts
Featured in Ripley’s Book for 830 mile stiltwalk across MI

Cost - $300 (change drive to donate to UCP requested)

Phone - 517-416-0441   Email - neil@themichiganstiltwalker.com